
Search GOOGLE Like a Pro! 
 When writing research papers, we recommend using our research databases from EBSCO, 

Gale, Newsbank, ScienceDirect, and Westlaw. 
 

 If your instructor allows you to use information from the Internet, follow the simple steps in 
this guide. 

 

Google’s default is the Boolean operator AND (all of your terms must be in the search results);  
     …to broaden your search, type OR between synonyms or similar keywords. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use “double quotes” to search for EXACT phrases or single words 
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- Add “double quotation marks” 

around a phrase & results will 

contain those words in that 
specific order. 

- Add “double quotation marks” 

around a word & results will 

contain that exact word. 

 

Click GOOGLE SEARCH and 

obtain these results 



Using Math to refine Google Searches: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Use site type to limit a search: 
For research papers, we recommend that you typically limit to academic (.edu) or government 
(.gov) sites for authoritative information. 

 .org and .net sites may have been created to support a specific position or agenda.  
Company (.com) sites are usually trying to sell you a product. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No special site type 
specified: results will 

include .com, .org, and 

all other domains 

    Add site type: [site:edu] 
   & results will include .edu  
    domains only  (academic  
    pages) 

     Add site type: [site:gov] 
   & results will include .gov 

    domains only  (govern- 
    ment pages) 
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Type cardinals: click Google Search. 
Results will include all types of 
cardinals—birds, teams, clergy, etc. 

 

To subtract a word: type –baseball; 

click Google Search (results must not 
include baseball) 



Use Advanced Search to refine your search: 

 1. Google provides access to an Advanced Search 

form under the gear  icon in the upper right 

corner of any page at the site.  

3 Modified, with permission, from a pathfinder available at the Rouquette Library, St. Joseph Seminary College, web site. 

3. Click Advanced Search 

2. Type your keywords 

and limiters into these 

blanks. 

 In addition to exact word 

or phrase and site or 

domain limiters, other 

useful choices include: 

- last update 

- file type (i.e. : .doc, 

.pdf, .xls, etc.) 

- terms appearing (you 

may limit to in title of 

page) 

- numbers ranging 

from (Input two 

numbers and add a unit 

of measure: 10..35 lb, 

$300..$500, 2010..2011) 

 


